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CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS/ 
POST-READING ACTIVITIES 
 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
 

   - Re-read poems aloud with proper pacing,  
meter, expression, etc. in order to help practice and 
improve fluency (Alone, partnered, or in groups). 
 
- Have students keep a poetry journal in-which they  
may write ideas, and develop their own poetry; as  
well as try any of the following activities: 
 

   - Search for and list examples of various  
poetic forms and/or devices.  
 

   - Find and write rhyming words from a selected 
poem(s). Add new rhyming words to the list. 

 
- Write poems independently or with 
partners/ in groups, and share them.  
 
-Illustrate an original poem, or make an  
illustration for a favorite poem by another poet.  
with is some way.  
 

 
* Additional activities/worksheets included 

 
 
 

 
 

       - Write a new poem based on a topic or  
subject of a poem from the book.  
 

       - Write about the topic or subject of a  
poem of your choice, from a different  
perspective.   
 

       - Keep track of the emotions you feel  
throughout your day, in your journal.  
Use these emotions to write a poem(s). 
 
-Hold an in-class poetry café! Have students  
share and celebrate each other’s work. Invite 
other classes, parents, etc. 
 
--Create a classroom volume of poetry!  
Add it to your classroom or school library. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

PRE-READING ACTIVITY 
 
Talk with students about: Poetry! Be sure to share as much poetry with you students,  
as your library and class schedule permit! Talk with students about all of the different places 
places where poetry can be found (ie. songs, books, advertising, etc.). Help your 
students to think about poetry in a different way. It does not live only on the pages of 
the books in your classroom. It can be fun, funny, sad, inspiring, musical, sentimental, 
etc. Allow students an opportunity to share their thoughts (positive or negative) about 
poetry. Explain that though poetry has many rules, it is a poet’s choice to follow them. 
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   POETIC FORMS & DEVICES/ TEACHING POINTS 

 
Throughout the book, there are examples of various poetic forms and devices. Listed below are 
all of the poems in the book, in order, and the corresponding poetic forms or devices which may 
be taught or demonstrated through the use of each poem. Also listed, are teaching points for  
certain poems. 
 

Title of Poem Poetic Form and/or Device(s) 
Torn Rhyme, Humor 
There’s A Button In My Belly Rhyme, Repetition, Page Format/Structure, Humor 
I Want to Pick A Nose Today Rhyme, Rhyming Couplets, Humor 
Mail Rhyme, Fantasy, Humor 
My Teacher Teaches Manners Rhyme, Lesson/Message 
Good Luck? Rhyme, Humor 
Brows Rhyme, Humor, Self-Critique 
Monkeys Often Like to Ruin Classrooms Rhyme, Sonnet, Fantasy, Humor  
An Elephant(s)not Rhyme, Humor 
Magic Crayon Rhyme, Fantasy, Lesson/Message 
Thunderstorms Rhyme, Onomatopoeia, Strong Description 
Paint Rhyme, Humor 
OOPS Rhyme, Altered Font/Text 
There’s A Cat On My Head Rhyme, Humor 
Harriet Marry-It Rhyme, Rap, Rhythm, Humor, Satire 
Picky Peter Rhyme, Rhyming Couplets, Lesson/Message 
If You Don’t Have Something Nice To Say Rhyme, Rhyming Couplets, Lesson/Message 
I Just Do Not Get It Rhyme, Humor 
If Rhyme, Sonnet, Fantasy, Humor 
I Am Not Sick Rhyme, Humor, Strong Description 
Today I Saw A Rubber Band Rhyme, Humor, Strong Description 
I Must Be Delicious Rhyme, Rhyming Couplets 
Ingredients Rhyme, Humor, Strong Description, Strong Verbs 
A Terrible Pet Rhyme, Humor, Fantasy, Strong Description 
Rain Haiku, Personification  
Sun Haiku, Personification 
Short Story Haiku, Humor 
Candy Andy Rhyme, Humor 
Nacho Business Rhyme, Humor, Lesson/Message, Altered Font/Text 
A Pet For Xander Rhyme, Humor, List Poem, Fantasy 
Where Do Babies Come From? Rhyme, Humor, Start With A Question 
About You Rhyme, Start With A Question 
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THEMATIC CONNECTIONS 
 
Imagination! 
Poetry can take us anywhere! From the depths of our saddest moments, to the excitement of 
our wildest dreams! Discuss the important role that imagination plays in writing poetry. We are 
able to play with words, thoughts, ideas, rhythm, sound, questions, expectations, etc. in 
poems. Encourage children to use their imagination, and to not be shy about ideas that might 
seem ‘strange’ or ‘silly’. Poetry is a playground. Help them to understand that they may flex 
their imaginative muscles, by writing about crazy concepts and characters, or by writing about 
something familiar in a new way.    
 

 
Fun With Forms and Dynamic Devices! 
I love to rhyme, as I’m sure you can tell. And sometimes I’m able to use rhymes quite well!  
Ok, that wasn’t one of those times. STILL! Rhymes are one of the easy paths to enjoying 
reading and/or writing poetry. Often, the first poems that a person may hear, will be in the 
form of a song containing rhymes. Rhymes can make poems easier to remember, and fun to 
read and recite. This collection of poems is filled with rhymes, rhythm, and some other poetic 
devices that I find fun. Be sure to explain to younger readers, that poetry can doesn’t have to 
be one thing! If they enjoy rhyming and experimenting with different poetic devices and forms, 
encourage that play and experimentation. For teachers looking to teach these forms and 
devices, there are lots of examples as noted on the previous page of this guide.  
 

 
Other connected themes: Writing from observation, Descriptive Language, Humor 
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Below are several questions and activities for multiple topics and themes, relating to the 

poems in the book. Use any that are appropriate, with your students/children. 
 

 
 

Topic/Theme: Question(s) / Activities: 
Story Elements/  
Details/  
Cause & Effect:  
 

*Even though there are very few pictures of the setting, how can you tell 
when the characters are inside or outside?  
*How do you know in which season the story takes place? 
*Why did Junior’s parents have a talk with him? 
 

Rules:  
 

*What are some rules for reading or writing poetry? 
*Why is it important to have rules for writing poetry? 
*Why is it important to be allowed to break the rules for writing poetry? 
*Write a “How to” book or poem, about how to read and/or write poetry. 
Include any rules that you feel are important. 
 

Vocabulary: 
 

*Poetic Devices, Rhyme, Sonnet, Couplet, Haiku, Humor, Onomatopoeia, 
Personification, Alliteration, Simile, Metaphor, Audience, Voice  

Unanswered Questions: *What questions would you ask the Poet/Author of these poems? 
Big Idea: 
 

*Write a poem based on the big idea of a book that you’ve read. 

Ethics: *Write a poem about an ethical dilemma.  
Multiple Perspectives: 
 

*Write a poem from the perspective of one of the characters in a poem 
from the book (ex. Harry-it Marry-it, Picky Peter, etc.) 
*In “A Terrible Pet”, a boy describes why a T-Rex would not make a good 
pet. Explain why another creature may or may not make a good pet.  
 

Change: *Choose a poem from the book (or one of your own), and change it in 
several ways in order to make it different.  
 

Patterns: *Describe a pattern or patterns that you notice in one or more of the poems 
in the book.  
 

Trends: *Describe trends that you have noticed in poetry that you have read or 
heard. 

Across Disciplines: 
 

*The poem “If” discusses sea creatures coming out of the sea and doing 
things on land. Why couldn’t this happen the way it’s described in the 
poem? 
*List several sea creatures that can live outside of the water. 
Explain why this is possible. 
*Write a poem about a topic in a subject other than Language Arts.  
*Write a poem or a song that will help others learn about another subject. 
 



 
Name ___________________________________  Date ____________________ 

 
 

Look at the illustration below. Write your own poem about what might be happening. 
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    ______________________________________ 
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______________________________________ 
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    ______________________________________ 
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